Cornell Survey of Sexual Assault and Related Misconduct
Cornell is conducting this survey to gather information about students’ views of and experiences with
sexual assault and related forms of misconduct such as sexual and gender-based harassment, domestic
and dating violence, and stalking; and their knowledge of campus resources and policies concerning these
forms of violence. Every student who completes the survey will be offered a $5 e-gift card to
Amazon.com.
Your name was randomly selected to participate in this survey. Even if you feel that you have no direct
knowledge of these topics, your participation is critical to the success of this survey and the accuracy of
the data we collect.
Some questions in this survey use explicit language, including anatomical names of body parts and
specific behaviors. It is important that we ask the questions in this way so that you are clear what we
mean but this may be upsetting. You may decline to participate in this survey, you may skip any question
you are not comfortable answering, and you may exit the survey at any time without any effect on your
academic standing, record, or relationship to Cornell.
We will protect the confidentiality of your answers. Information about your name, email and IP address
will be removed from the data file when the survey closes. The de-identified survey data file will be
stored on a secure server maintained by the Office of Institutional Research and Planning at Cornell.
Survey results will only be reported in the aggregate and in a manner that does not identify individual
students.
If you would like to talk to someone confidentially about concerns relating to sexual assault or related
misconduct, in addition to, or without making a formal report to the University, please contact the
Cornell Victim Advocate at 607-255-1212 (available Monday to Friday, 9 am to 5 pm) or
victimadvocate@cornell.edu. If you are in immediate need of assistance, contact the National Sexual
Assault Hotline at 800-656-4673; this hotline is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Disclosing an incident on this survey does not constitute formally reporting the incident to Cornell and
will not result in any action, disciplinary or otherwise. Should you have issues, concerns, or complaints
that you would like to report to the University (and for which you would like the University to take action)
please contact a Title IX Coordinator: Ithaca campus students can contact Sarah Affel at 607-255-2242 or
titleix@cornell.edu ; Weill Cornell students can contact Dr. JoAnn Difede at 212-746-9915 or
nosexualmisconduct@med.cornell.edu ; and Cornell Tech students can contact Christine Sneva at 646632-4946 or ces255@cornell.edu.
If you have any questions about this survey or have difficulty accessing it, please contact the Office of
Institutional Research and Planning at Cornell by email at irpsurvey@cornell.edu .
By clicking “I agree” below, you are consenting to participate in this survey. If you do not agree to
participate, please indicate that below and we will not re-contact you about this survey.
I agree to participate in this survey
I do not agree to participate in this survey
[Respondents must answer this question before proceeding with the survey.]

Background Information

First, we’d like to ask you a few questions about your background.
A1. Which of the following best describes your current student affiliation with Cornell?
Undergraduate
Graduate
Professional
[IF A1 = UNDERGRADUATE]
A2. What is your year in school?
First year
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
[IF A1 = GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL]
A3. What year are you in your program? Answer on the basis of the number of years enrolled in your
graduate or professional academic program.
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year or higher

A4. Which of the following races or ethnicities best describe you? Mark all that apply.







[A4a] American Indian or Alaska Native
[A4b] Asian
[A4c] Black or African American
[A4d] Hispanic or Latino
[A4e] Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
[A4f] White
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A5. Are you a US citizen or permanent resident?
Yes
No

A6. Which of the following best describes your gender identity? Mark all that apply.












[A6a] Agender
[A6b] Androgyne
[A6c] Demigender
[A6d] Genderqueer or gender fluid
[A6e] Man
[A6f] Questioning or unsure
[A6g] Transgender man
[A6h] Transgender woman
[A6i] Woman
[A6j] Other gender identity
[A6k] Prefer not to disclose

A7. What is your sexual orientation? Mark all that apply.
 [A7a] Asexual
 [A7b] Bisexual
 [A7c] Gay
 [A7d] Straight (heterosexual)
 [A7e] Lesbian
 [A7f] Pansexual
 [A7g] Queer
 [A7h] Questioning or unsure
 [A7i] Other sexual orientation
 [A7j] Prefer not to disclose
A8. Since you have been a student at Cornell, have you been in any partnered relationships? Partnered
relationships include: a casual relationship or hook-up; steady or serious relationship; and marriage,
civil union, domestic partnership or cohabitation.
Yes
No
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A9. Do you have any of the following disabilities or chronic conditions? Mark all that apply.








[A9a] Learning disability or ADHD
[A9b] Mobility or sensory disability (e.g., prosthetic, spinal cord injury, hard of hearing, low vision,
etc.)
[A9c] Chronic mental health condition (e.g., depression, PTSD, etc.)
[A9d] Chronic medical condition (e.g., cystic fibrosis, diabetes, chronic pain, etc.)
[A9e] Other disability or chronic condition
[A9f] None of the above [If this is selected, none of the other options can be selected]

[IF YES TO ANY OF A9a-e]
A10. Have you registered with Cornell’s office of Student Disability Services?
Yes
No

A11. Since you have been a student at Cornell, have you been a member of any of the following
student groups or organizations? Mark all that apply.












[A11a] Academic club, honor society or professional association
[A11b] Intramural or club sports team
[A11c] Varsity athletic team
[A11d] Social fraternity or sorority
[A11e] Service or business fraternity or sorority
[A11f] Music, dance, theater or arts group
[A11g] Political or social action group
[A11h] Community service organization
[A11i] Cultural or racial/ethnic student group
[A11j] Religious or spiritual group
[A11k] Other campus-based club or organization

<<<end of section>>>
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Knowledge of Cornell Resources and Policies
This survey asks about a range of sexual or relationship experiences that are nonconsensual or unwanted,
including: offensive remarks about one’s physical appearance or sexual orientation; persistent, unwanted
sexual advances; threats of force to get someone to engage in sexual behavior; and physical or emotional
violence by a partner. The next questions ask about the services and resources offered by Cornell for
those affected by such experiences.
B1. Are you aware of the services provided by each of the following?
[list for Ithaca campus]

Yes, I am aware of
their services

No, I am not
aware of their
services

[B1a] Cornell Victim Advocate
[B1b] Cornell Health/Gannett (medical care and
counseling)
[B1c] Cornell Women’s Resource Center
[B1d] Cornell LGBT Resource Center
[B1e] Cornell EARS (Empathy, Assistance & Referral
Service)
[B1f] University Ombudsman
[B1g] Cornell Title IX Coordinator
[B1h] Cornell Judicial Administrator
[B1i] Cornell University Police
[B1j] Cornell SHARE (Sexual Harassment and Assault –
Response and Education) website
[List for Weill Cornell]
[B1aw] Student-Health – Mental Health Services
[B1bw] New York Presbyterian Emergency Room
[B1cw] New York Presbyterian VIP (Victim Intervention Program)
[B1dw] Title IX Coordinator
[B1ew] Campus Security
[B1fw] NYPD (New York City Police) – 911
[B1gw] Cornell Victim Advocate
[B1hw] Cornell SHARE (Sexual Harassment and Assault – Response and Education) website
[List for Cornell Tech]
[B1act] Title IX Coordinator
[B1bct] Student Services
[B1cct] Campus Security
[B1dct] NYPD (New York City Police) – 911
[B1ect] Cornell Victim Advocate
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[B1fct] Cornell Women’s Resource Center
[B1gct] Cornell LGBT Resource Center
[B1hct] Cornell SHARE (Sexual Harassment and Assault – Response and Education) website
B2a. How knowledgeable are you about what behaviors are included in Cornell’s definition of sexual
assault and related misconduct?
Not at all
A little
Moderately
Very
B2b. How knowledgeable are you about Cornell’s definition of affirmative consent?
Not at all
A little
Moderately
Very
B2c. How knowledgeable are you about how Cornell’s policies concerning sexual assault and related
misconduct differ from local, state, and federal laws?
Not at all
A little
Moderately
Very
B2d. How knowledgeable are you about where to go to get help at Cornell if you or a friend has
experienced sexual assault or related misconduct?
Not at all
A little
Moderately
Very
B2e. How knowledgeable are you about how to file a formal complaint about sexual assault or related
misconduct to initiate a disciplinary procedure at Cornell?
Not at all
A little
Moderately
Very
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B2f. How knowledgeable are you about the process that occurs after a student has filed a formal
complaint of sexual assault or related misconduct at Cornell?
Not at all
A little
Moderately
Very
B2g. How knowledgeable are you about how to make an anonymous report of sexual assault or
related misconduct at Cornell?
Not at all
A little
Moderately
Very

<<<end of section>>>
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Sexual and Gender-Based Harassment
As we start with this next section, we would like to remind you that this survey is confidential. Your
survey responses will never be linked to your name or NetID. Survey results will only be reported in the
aggregate and in a manner that does not identify individual students. If you would like to talk to someone
confidentially about concerns relating to sexual assault or related misconduct, please contact the Cornell
Victim Advocate at 607-255-1212 or victimadvocate@cornell.edu (available Monday to Friday). If you are
in immediate need of assistance, contact the 24-hour hour National Sexual Assault Hotline at 800-6564673.
Since you have been a student at Cornell, have you experienced or witnessed someone at Cornell
(including students, faculty and/or staff) behaving in any of the following ways?
Yes

No

C1. Has someone made sexual remarks or told jokes or stories that
were insulting or offensive to you?
C2. Has someone made inappropriate or offensive comments about
your or someone else’s body, appearance or sexual activities?
C3. Has someone made inappropriate, offensive or threatening
comments about your gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender
identity or gender expression?
C4. Has someone said crude or gross sexual things to you or tried to
get you to talk about sexual matters when you didn’t want to?
C5. Has someone emailed, texted, tweeted, phoned, or instant
messaged offensive sexual remarks, jokes, stories, pictures or videos
to you that you didn’t want?
C6. Has someone continued to ask you to go out, get dinner, have
drinks or engage in sexual activities even though you said, “No”?

[If YES to any of C1 to C6 show follow-up questions below. If all of C1 to C6 =NO or blank, go to D1]
You said that you have experienced or witnessed the following behaviors since you’ve been a student
at Cornell.
• [IF C1 = YES] Someone made sexual remarks or told jokes or stories that were insulting or
offensive
• [IF C2 = YES] Someone made inappropriate or offensive comments about your or someone else’s
body, appearance or sexual activities
• [IF C3 = YES] Someone made inappropriate, offensive or threatening comments about your
gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression
• [IF C4 = YES] Someone said crude or gross sexual things to you or tried to get you to talk about
sexual matters
• [IF C5 = YES] Someone emailed, texted, tweeted, phoned, or instant messaged offensive sexual
remarks, jokes, stories, pictures or videos to you
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•

[IF C6 = YES] Someone continued to ask you to go out, get dinner, have drinks or engage in sexual
activities even though you said, “No”

Did this behavior have either of the following impacts on you?
Yes

No

C7a. You felt that you had to tolerate this behavior or risk
jeopardizing your academic standing, employment, or participation
in Cornell programs or activities.
C7b. This behavior was so severe or persistent that it interfered with
or affected your participation in Cornell programs or activities.

C8. How many different people behaved this way?
1 person
2 persons
3 or more persons
C9. How was the person or were the persons who behaved this way affiliated with Cornell? Mark all
that apply.







[C9a] Student
[C9b] Faculty
[C9c] Staff or administrator
[C9d] Other affiliation with Cornell
[C9e] They were not affiliated with Cornell
[C9f] Don’t know if they were affiliated with Cornell
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C10. At the time of this behavior, what was the person’s or persons’ relationship to you? Mark all that
apply.
















[C10a] Someone I was sexually or romantically involved or intimate with at the time
[C10b] Someone I had been sexually or romantically involved or intimate with previously
[C10c] Friend or acquaintance
[C10d] Classmate or other student
[C10e] Someone I just met at a party, social event or gathering
[C10f] Faculty or instructor
[C10g] Academic or research advisor
[C10h] Teaching assistant or research assistant
[C10i] Coach or trainer
[C10j] Residence hall student staff (e.g., RA, SA, GRF)
[C10k] Other staff or administrator
[C10l] Co-worker
[C10m] Employer or supervisor
[C10n] Stranger
[C10o] Other

C11. Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term, how many times have you experienced or witnessed
someone behaving this way?
0 times
1 time
2 times
3-5 times
6 or more times
C12. Since you have been a student at Cornell have you contacted any of the following programs or
resources to talk about any of these experiences? Mark all that apply.
[Ithaca list]
 [C12a] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [C12b] Cornell Health/Gannett (medical care or counseling)
 [C12c] Cornell Women’s Resource Center
 [C12d] Cornell LGBT Resource Center
 [C12e] Cornell EARS (Empathy, Assistance & Referral Service)
 [C12f] University Ombudsman
 [C12g] Cornell Title IX Coordinator
 [C12h] Cornell Judicial Administrator
 [C12i] Cornell University Police
 [C12j] Ithaca Police Department
 [C12k] The Advocacy Center (in Ithaca)
 [C12l] Other program or resource
 [C12m] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
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[Weill Cornell list]
 [C12aw] Title IX Coordinator
 [C12bw] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [C12cw] Student health – Mental Health Services
 [C12dw] New York Presbyterian Emergency Room
 [C12ew] New York Presbyterian VIP (Victim Intervention Program)
 [C12fw] Campus Security
 [C12gw] NYPD (New York City Police) - 911
 [C12hw] Other program or resource
 [C12iw] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
[Cornell Tech list]
 [C12act] Title IX Coordinator
 [C12bct] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [C12cct] Cornell Health/Gannett (medical care or counseling)
 [C12dct] Cornell Judicial Administrator
 [C12ect] Local emergency room
 [C12fct] NYPD (New York City Police) - 911
 [C12gct] Other program or resource
 [C12hct] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
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[If selected DID NOT CONTACT ANY OF THESE PROGRAMS or none marked]
C13. Were any of the following reasons why you did not contact any of these programs or resources?
Mark all that apply.






















[C13a] I did not know where to go or who to tell
[C13b] I didn’t think talking about it would make me feel better
[C13c] I did not think anything would be done
[C13d] I wanted to forget it happened
[C13e] I had other things I needed to focus on and was concerned about (e.g., classes, work)
[C13f] I did not have any proof that the behavior happened
[C13g] I did not think anyone would believe me
[C13h] I did not think it was serious enough to contact a program
[C13i] I thought I would be blamed for what happened
[C13j] I felt I was partly responsible for what happened
[C13k] I felt embarrassed or ashamed
[C13l] I feared that I or another would be punished for infractions or violations (e.g., such as
underage drinking)
[C13m] I feared retaliation from the person who did it or from others
[C13n] I feared academic or professional consequences (e.g., my grades, letters of
recommendation)
[C13o] I feared negative social consequences (e.g., my friendships or social life at Cornell)
[C13p] I feared that University resources would not keep this confidential
[C13q] I feared I wouldn’t be able to control what steps would be taken if I contacted a program
[C13r] I did not want the person who did this to me to get into trouble
[C13s] I was worried that if I told someone at Cornell, the university would take action against the
entire group/organization that this person belongs to, rather than just the person who did
something wrong
[C13t] Other reason

C14. Did you tell any of the following persons about this? Mark all that apply.










[C14a] Friend
[C14b] Spouse or romantic partner
[C14c] Family member
[C14d] Faculty or instructor
[C14e] Cornell staff member
[C14f] Health professional (e.g., doctor, nurse, counselor or therapist)
[C14g] Spiritual or religious advisor, leader or clergy
[C14h] Someone else
[C14i] I didn’t tell anyone

<<<<end of section>>>>>
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Stalking
The next questions ask about instances where someone at Cornell behaved in a way that made you
afraid for your personal safety or caused you substantial emotional distress.
D1. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has someone made unwanted phone calls, sent emails,
voice, text or instant messages, or posted messages, pictures or videos on social networking sites in a
way that made you afraid for your personal safety or caused you substantial emotional distress?
Yes
No
[IF D1 = YES]
D1a. Did the same person do this to you more than once since you have been a student at Cornell?
Yes
No

D2. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has someone showed up somewhere or waited for you
when you did not want that person to be there in a way that made you afraid for your personal safety
or caused you substantial emotional distress?
Yes
No
[IF D2 = YES]
D2a. Did the same person do this to you more than once since you have been a student at Cornell?
Yes
No

D3. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has someone spied on you, watched you, or followed you
around, either in person or by using electronic tracking devices or software in a way that made you
afraid for your personal safety or caused you substantial emotional distress?
Yes
No
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[IF D3 = YES]
D3a. Did the same person do this to you more than once since you have been a student at Cornell?
Yes
No
[If YES to any D1, D2 and D3, show follow-up questions below. If all of D1, D2 and D3 = No or blank, go to
E1]
You said that the following happened to you since you’ve been a student at Cornell:
•
•
•

[IF D1 = YES] Someone made unwanted phone calls, sent emails, voice, text or instant messages,
or posted messages, pictures or videos on social networking sites in a way that made you afraid
for your personal safety or caused you emotional distress
[IF D2 = YES] Someone showed up somewhere or waited for you when you did not want that
person to be there in a way that made you afraid for your personal safety or caused you
emotional distress
[IF D3 = YES] Someone spied on, watched or followed you either in person or using devices or
software in a way that made you afraid for your personal safety or caused you emotional distress

[[If YES to two or more of D1, D2 and D3] and [All of D1a, D2a and D3a = No or skipped] show D4.]]
D4. Did the same person do more than one of these behaviors to you since you have been a student at
Cornell?
Yes
No [GO TO E1]
Don’t Know [GO TO E1]
[If D4 = YES]
D5. How was the person or were the persons who behaved this way affiliated with Cornell? (Mark all
that apply)







[D5a] Student
[D5b] Faculty
[D5c] Staff or administrator
[D5d] Other affiliation with Cornell
[D5e] They were not affiliated with Cornell
[D5f] Don’t know if they were affiliated with Cornell
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D6. At the time of this behavior, what was the person’s or persons’ relationship to you? Mark all that
apply.
















[D6a] Someone I was sexually or romantically involved or intimate with at the time
[D6b] Someone I had been sexually or romantically involved or intimate with previously
[D6c] Friend or acquaintance
[D6d] Classmate or other student
[D6e] Someone I just met at a party, social event or gathering
[D6f] Faculty or instructor
[D6g] Academic or research advisor
[D6h] Teaching assistant or research assistant
[D6i] Coach or trainer
[D6j] Residence hall student staff (e.g., RA, SA, GRF)
[D6k] Other staff or administrator
[D6l] Co-worker
[D6m] Employer or supervisor
[D6n] Stranger
[D6o] Other

D7. Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term, how many times have you had any of these experiences?
0 times
1 time
2 times
3-5 times
6 or more times
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D8. Since you have been a student at Cornell, have you contacted any of the following programs or
resources about any of these experiences? Mark all that apply.
[Ithaca list]
 [D8a] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [D8b] Cornell Health/Gannett (medical care or counseling)
 [D8c] Cornell Women’s Resource Center
 [D8d] Cornell LGBT Resource Center
 [D8e] Cornell EARS (Empathy, Assistance & Referral Service)
 [D8f] University Ombudsman
 [D8g] Cornell Title IX Coordinator
 [D8h] Cornell Judicial Administrator
 [D8i] Cornell University Police
 [D8j] Ithaca Police Department
 [D8k] The Advocacy Center (in Ithaca)
 [D8l] Other program or resource
 [D8m] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
[Weill Cornell list]
 [D8aw] Title IX Coordinator
 [D8bw] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [D8cw] Student health – Mental Health Services
 [D8dw] New York Presbyterian Emergency Room
 [D8ew] New York Presbyterian VIP (Victim Intervention Program)
 [D8fw] Campus Security
 [D8gw] NYPD (New York City Police) - 911
 [D8hw] Other program or resource
 [D8iw] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
[Cornell Tech list]
 [D8act] Title IX Coordinator
 [D8bct] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [D8cct] Cornell Health/Gannett (medical care or counseling)
 [D8dct] Cornell Judicial Administrator
 [D8ect] Local emergency room
 [D8fct] NYPD (New York City Police) - 911
 [D8gct] Other program or resource
 [D8hct] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
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[IF D8=NO PROGRAMS CONTACTED]
D9. Were any of the following reasons why you did not contact any of these programs or resources?
(Mark all that apply)






















D10.










[D9a] I did not know where to go or who to tell
[D9b] I didn’t think talking about it would make me feel better
[D9c] I did not think anything would be done
[D9d] I wanted to forget it happened
[D9e] I had other things I needed to focus on and was concerned about (e.g., classes, work)
[D9f] I did not have any proof that the behavior happened
[D9g] I did not think anyone would believe me
[D9h] I did not think it was serious enough to contact a program
[D9i] I thought I would be blamed for what happened
[D9j] I felt I was partly responsible for what happened
[D9k] I felt embarrassed or ashamed
[D9l] I feared that I or another would be punished for infractions or violations (e.g., such as
underage drinking)
[D9m] I feared retaliation from the person who did it or from others
[D9n] I feared academic or professional consequences (e.g., my grades, letters of
recommendation)
[D9o] I feared negative social consequences (e.g., my friendships or social life at Cornell)
[D9p] I feared that University resources would not keep this confidential
[D9q] I feared I wouldn’t be able to control what steps would be taken if I contacted a program
[D9r] I did not want the person who did this to me to get into trouble
[D9s] I was worried that if I told someone at Cornell, the university would take action against the
entire group/organization that this person belongs to, rather than just the person who did
something wrong
[D9t] Other reason

Did you tell any of the following persons about this? Mark all that apply.
[D10a] Friend
[D10b] Spouse or romantic partner
[D10c] Family member
[D10d] Faculty or instructor
[D10e] Cornell staff member
[D10f] Health professional (e.g., doctor, nurse, counselor or therapist)
[D10g] Spiritual or religious advisor, leader or clergy
[D10h] Someone else
[D10i] I didn’t tell anyone
<<<<end of section>>>>
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Domestic and Dating Violence
Earlier in the survey you indicated that you have been in a partnered relationship (i.e., a casual
relationship or hook-up; a steady or serious relationship; or a marriage, civil union, domestic partnership
or cohabitation) at least part of the time since you have been a student at Cornell. People treat their
partner in many different ways. The next section asks you questions about your relationship with your
partner(s).
E1. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has a partner controlled or tried to control you? Examples
could be when someone:
• kept you from going to classes or pursuing your educational goals
• did not allow you to see or talk with friends or family
• made decisions for you such as where you go or what you wear or eat
• threatened to “out” you to others
Yes
No
E2. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has a partner threatened to physically harm you,
someone you love, or themselves?
Yes
No
E3. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has a partner used any kind of physical force against you?
Examples could be when someone:
• bent your fingers or bit you
• choked, slapped, punched or kicked you
• hit you with something other than a fist
• attacked you with a weapon, or otherwise physically hurt or injured you
Yes
No
E4. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has a partner behaved in a verbally abusive way toward
you? Examples could be when someone:
• demeaned or humiliated you
• constantly criticized you
• belittled or insulted your family or friends
Yes
No
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[If YES to any of E1, E2, E3 or E4 show follow-up questions below. If all of E1-E4 =No or blank go to F1]
You said that the following happened to you since you’ve been a student at Cornell:
•
•
•
•

[IF E1 = YES] A partner controlled or tried to control you
[IF E2 = YES] A partner threatened to physically harm you or someone you love
[IF E3 = YES] A partner used physical force against you
[IF E4 = YES] A partner behaved in a verbally abusive way

E5. Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term, how many times has a spouse or partner behaved in any
of these ways towards you?
0 times
1 time
2 times
3-5 times
6 or more times
E6. Since you have been a student at Cornell have you contacted any of the following programs or
resources about these experiences? Mark all that apply.
[Ithaca list]
 [E6a] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [E6b] Cornell Health/Gannett (medical care or counseling)
 [E6c] Cornell Women’s Resource Center
 [E6d] Cornell LGBT Resource Center
 [E6e] Cornell EARS (Empathy, Assistance & Referral Service)
 [E6f] University Ombudsman
 [E6g] Cornell Title IX Coordinator
 [E6h] Cornell Judicial Administrator
 [E6i] Cornell University Police
 [E6j] Ithaca Police Department
 [E6k] The Advocacy Center (in Ithaca)
 [E6l] Other program or resource
 [E6m] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
[Weill Cornell list]
 [E6aw] Title IX Coordinator
 [E6bw] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [E6cw] Student health – Mental Health Services
 [E6dw] New York Presbyterian Emergency Room
 [E6ew] New York Presbyterian VIP (Victim Intervention Program)
 [E6fw] Campus Security
 [E6gw] NYPD (New York City Police) - 911
 [E6hw] Other program or resource
 [E6iw] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
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[Cornell Tech list]
 [E6act] Title IX Coordinator
 [E6bct] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [E6cct] Cornell Health/Gannett (medical care or counseling)
 [E6dct] Cornell Judicial Administrator
 [E6ect] Local emergency room
 [E6fct] NYPD (New York City Police) - 911
 [E6gct] Other program or resource
 [E6hct] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
[IF E6 = NO PROGRAMS CONTACTED or no programs marked]
E7. Were any of the following reasons why you did not contact any of these programs or resources?
Mark all that apply.






















[E7a] I did not know where to go or who to tell
[E7b] I didn’t think talking about it would make me feel better
[E7c] I did not think anything would be done
[E7d] I wanted to forget it happened
[E7e] I had other things I needed to focus on and was concerned about (e.g., classes, work)
[E7f] I did not have any proof that the behavior happened
[E7g] I did not think anyone would believe me
[E7h] I did not think it was serious enough to contact a program
[E7i] I thought I would be blamed for what happened
[E7j] I felt I was partly responsible for what happened
[E7k] I felt embarrassed or ashamed
[E7l] I feared that I or another would be punished for infractions or violations (e.g., such as
underage drinking)
[E7m] I feared retaliation from the person who did it or from others
[E7n] I feared academic or professional consequences (e.g., my grades, letters of
recommendation)
[E7o] I feared negative social consequences (e.g., my friendships or social life at Cornell)
[E7p] I feared that University resources would not keep this confidential
[E7q] I feared I wouldn’t be able to control what steps would be taken if I contacted a program
[E7r] I did not want the person who did this to me to get into trouble
[E7s] I was worried that if I told someone at Cornell, the university would take action against the
entire group/organization that this person belongs to, rather than just the person who did
something wrong
[E7t] Other reason
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E8. Did you tell any of the following persons about this? Mark all that apply.










[E8a] Friend
[E8b] Spouse or romantic partner
[E8c] Family member
[E8d] Faculty or instructor
[E8e] Cornell staff member
[E8f] Health professional (e.g., doctor, nurse, counselor or therapist)
[E8g] Spiritual or religious advisor, leader or clergy
[E8h] Someone else
[E8i] I didn’t tell anyone

<<<<<end of section>>>>
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Nonconsensual Sexual Contact
This section asks about nonconsensual or unwanted sexual contact you may have experienced while
attending Cornell. The person with whom you had the nonconsensual or unwanted contact could have
been someone you know or someone you did not know. The other person may have performed sexual
behaviors on you or made you perform sexual behaviors on them.
The questions use explicit language, including anatomical names of body parts and specific behaviors, to
ask about sexual situations. We know that these are personal questions. Your information is completely
confidential and you may skip any questions you would prefer not to answer or may stop taking the
survey at any time. If you would like to talk confidentially to someone at the University about concerns
relating to sexual assault or related misconduct, please contact the Cornell Victim Advocate at 607-2551212 or victimadvocate@cornell.edu (Monday to Friday). If you are in immediate need of assistance,
contact the 24-hour National Sexual Assault Hotline at 800-656-4673.

The first few questions ask about incidents that involved physical force or threats of physical force
against you. Force could include someone holding you down with their body weight, pinning your arms,
hitting or kicking you, or using or threatening to use a weapon against you.

F1. Since you have been attending Cornell, has someone used physical force or threats of physical force
to do either of the following with you:
•
•

Sexual penetration. When one person puts a penis, fingers, or object inside someone else’s
vagina or anus, or
Oral contact. When someone’s mouth or tongue makes contact with someone else’s genitals
Yes
No

[If F1 = YES]
F1a. Since you have been a student at Cornell, how many times has this happened?
1 time
2 times
3 or more times
[IF F1a = 1 time]
F1b. When did this incident occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
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[IF F1a = more than 1 time]
F1c. When did the most recent incident of this type occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term

F2. Since you have been attending Cornell, has someone used physical force or threats of physical force
in an unsuccessful attempt to do any of the following with you:
•
•

Sexual penetration. When one person puts a penis, fingers, or object inside someone else’s
vagina or anus, or
Oral contact. When someone’s mouth or tongue makes contact with someone else’s genitals
Yes
No

[IF F2 = YES]
F2a. Since you have been a student at Cornell, how many times has this happened?
1 time
2 times
3 times
4 or more times
[IF F2a = “1 time”]
F2b. When did this incident occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
[IF F2a = more than “1 time”]
F2c. When did the most recent incident of this type occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
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F3. Since you have been attending Cornell, has someone used physical force or threats of physical force
to do any of the following types of sexual touching with you:
• kissing
• touching someone’s breast, chest, crotch, groin or buttocks
• grabbing, groping or rubbing against the other in a sexual way, even if the touching is over the
other’s clothes
Yes
No
[IF F3 = YES]
F3a. Since you have been a student at Cornell, how many times has this happened?
1 time
2 times
3 times
4 or more times
[IF F3a = “1 time”]
F3b. When did this incident occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
[IF F3a = more than “1 time”]
F3c. When did the most recent incident of this type occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
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The next questions ask about incidents when you were unable to consent or stop what was happening
because you were passed out, asleep, or incapacitated due to drugs or alcohol. Please include incidents
even if you are not sure what happened.

F4. Since you have been attending Cornell, has any of the following happened to you while you were
unable to consent or stop what was happening because you were passed out, asleep or incapacitated
due to drugs or alcohol:
• Sexual penetration. When one person puts a penis, fingers, or object inside someone else’s
vagina or anus, or
• Oral contact. When someone’s mouth or tongue makes contact with someone else’s genitals
Yes
No
[IF F4 = YES]
F4a. Since you have been a student at Cornell, how many times has this happened?
1 time
2 times
3 times
4 or more times
[IF F4a = “1 time”]
F4b. When did this incident occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
[IF F4a = more than “1 time”]
F4c. When did the most recent incident of this type occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
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F5. Since you have been attending Cornell, has any of the following types of sexual touching happened
to you while you were unable to consent or stop what was happening because you were passed out,
asleep or incapacitated due to drugs or alcohol:
• kissing
• touching someone’s breast, chest, crotch, groin, or buttocks
• grabbing, groping or rubbing against the other in a sexual way, even if the touching is over the
other’s clothes
Yes
No
[IF F5 = YES]
F5a. Since you have been a student at Cornell, how many times has this happened?
1 time
2 times
3 times
4 or more times
[IF F5a = “1 time”]
F5b. When did this incident occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
[IF F5a = more than “1 time”]
F5c. When did the most recent incident of this type occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
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The next questions ask about incidents when someone coerced you by threatening non-physical harm or
promising rewards.

F6. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has someone had nonconsensual contact with you
involving sexual penetration or oral contact by threatening non-physical harm or promising rewards
such that you felt you must comply? Examples include:
• Threatening to give you bad grades, cause trouble for you at work or withhold a
recommendation for a job or further education
• Promising good grades, a promotion, or a recommendation for a job or further education
• Threatening to share damaging information about you with your family, friends or authority
figures
• Threatening to spread rumors or post damaging information about you online
Yes
No
[IF F6 = YES]
F6a. Since you have been a student at Cornell, how many times has this happened?
1 time
2 times
3 times
4 or more times
[IF F6a = “1 time”]
F6b. When did this incident occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term

[IF F6a = more than “1 time”]
F6c. When did the most recent incident of this type occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
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F7. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has someone had nonconsensual contact with you
involving kissing or other sexual touching by threatening non-physical harm or promising rewards such
that you felt you must comply? Examples include:
•
•
•
•

Threatening to give you bad grades, cause trouble for you at work or withhold a
recommendation for a job or further education
Promising good grades, a promotion, or a recommendation for a job or further education
Threatening to share damaging information about you with your family, friends or authority
figures
Threatening to spread rumors or post damaging information about you online
Yes
No

[IF F7 = YES]
F7a. Since you have been a student at Cornell, how many times has this happened?
1 time
2 times
3 times
4 or more times
[IF F7a = “1 time”]
F7b. When did this incident occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
[IF F7a = more than “1 time”]
F7c. When did the most recent incident of this type occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
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The next questions ask about incidents of sexual contact that occurred without your knowing, voluntary
and ongoing agreement (i.e., without your affirmative consent).

F8. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has someone had contact with you involving sexual
penetration or oral contact without your knowing, voluntary and ongoing agreement? Examples
include someone:
• initiating sexual activity despite your refusal
• ignoring your cues to stop or slow down
• going ahead without checking in or while you were still deciding
• otherwise failing to obtain your consent
Yes
No
[IF F8 = YES]
F8a. Since you have been a student at Cornell, how many times has this happened?
1 time
2 times
3 times
4 or more times

[IF F8a = “1 time”]
F8b. When did this incident occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term

[IF F8a = more than “1 time”]
F8c. When did the most recent incident of this type occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term
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F9. Since you have been a student at Cornell, has someone kissed or sexually touched you without your
knowing, voluntary and ongoing agreement? Examples include:
• initiating sexual activity despite your refusal
• ignoring your cues to stop or slow down
• going ahead without checking in or while you were still deciding
• otherwise failing to obtain your consent
Yes
No
[IF F9 = YES]
F9a. Since you have been a student at Cornell, how many times has this happened?
1 time
2 times
3 times
4 or more times
[IF F9a = “1 time”]
F9b. When did this incident occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term

[IF F9a = more than “1 time”]
F9c. When did the most recent incident of this type occur?
Since the beginning of the fall 2016 term
Prior to the fall 2016 term

[IF ALL OF F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8 AND F9 = NO or skipped, GO TO H1]
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[SHOW IF ONE OR MORE OF F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8 OR F9 = 1]
You have indicated that you have experienced nonconsensual or unwanted sexual contact since being at
Cornell. The following questions ask about that experience. While all such experiences are of great
concern, if you have had more than one experience of nonconsensual or unwanted sexual contact since
being at Cornell, please answer the following questions about the experience that has impacted or
affected you the most.

G1. How many people did this to you?
1 person
2 persons
3 or more persons

G2. What is the gender of the person or persons who did this to you? Mark all that apply.






[G2a] Man
[G2b] Woman
[G2c] Transgender or gender-variant
[C2d] Don’t know or not sure

G3. What type of nonconsensual or unwanted sexual contact occurred during this incident? (Mark all
that apply.
 [G3a] Sexual penetration (vaginal or anal) or oral contact
 [G3b] Kissing or sexual touching

G4. How was the person or were the persons who behaved this way affiliated with Cornell? Mark all
that apply.







[G4a] Student
[G4b] Faculty
[G4c] Staff or administrator
[G4d] Other affiliation with Cornell
[G4e] They were not affiliated with Cornell
[G4f] Don’t know if they were affiliated with Cornell
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G5. At the time of this behavior, what was the person’s or persons’ relationship to you? Mark all that
apply.
















[G5a] Someone I was sexually or romantically involved or intimate with at the time
[G5b] Someone I had been sexually or romantically involved or intimate with previously
[G5c] Friend or acquaintance
[G5d] Classmate or other student
[G5e] Someone I just met at a party, social event or gathering
[G5f] Faculty or instructor
[G5g] Academic or research advisor
[G5h] Teaching assistant or research assistant
[G5i] Coach or trainer
[G5j] Residence hall student staff (e.g., RA, SA, GRF)
[G5k] Other staff or administrator
[G5l] Co-worker
[G5m] Employer or supervisor
[G5n] Stranger
[G5o] Other

G6. Just prior to this incident, was the person or were any of the persons who did this to you drinking
alcohol?
Yes
No
Don’t know

G7. Just prior to this incident, was the person or were any of the persons who did this to you using
other recreational drugs?
Yes
No
Don’t know

G8. Just prior to this incident were you drinking alcohol? Keep in mind that you are in no way
responsible for what occurred, whether or not you had been drinking?
Yes
No
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G9. Just prior to this incident did you voluntarily take any recreational drugs? Keep in mind that you are
in no way responsible for what occurred, whether or not you had been on drugs.
Yes
No

G10. Just prior to this incident, had you been given alcohol or another recreational drug without your
knowledge or consent?
Yes, I am certain
I suspect, but I am not certain
No
Don’t know
[IF YES TO G8 or G9, or YES or I SUSPECT to G10, show G11 and G12]
G11. Were you conscious but incapacitated by alcohol or other recreational drugs for all or parts of this
incident?
Yes
No
Not sure

G12. Were you passed out or unconscious for all or parts of this incident?
Yes
No
Not sure
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G13. Where did the incident occur?
Residence hall
Student cooperative house
Fraternity chapter house
Sorority chapter house
Academic building on campus (e.g., classroom, office or lab)
Other type of campus facility (e.g., fitness center, administrative building)
Fraternity annex (off-campus apartment or house unofficially affiliated with a fraternity)
Sorority annex (off-campus apartment or house unofficially affiliated with a sorority)
Off-campus house or apartment, unofficially affiliated with some other type of student club,
team or organization
Other off-campus house, apartment or private residence
Restaurant, bar or club
Outdoor or recreational space
Some other location
Don’t remember where it occurred
Don’t know where it occurred
G14.















Did you experience any of the following as a result of the incident? Mark all that apply.
[G14a] Difficulty concentrating on studies, assignments or exams
[G14b] Fearfulness or being concerned about safety
[G14c] Loss of interest in daily activities, or feelings of helplessness and hopelessness
[G14d] Nightmares or trouble sleeping
[G14e] Feeling numb or detached
[G14f] Headaches or stomach aches
[G14g] Increased or decreased appetite
[G14h] Increased drug or alcohol use
[G14i] Dropped or changed a class
[G14j] Took a leave of absence
[G14k] Changed residence
[G14l] Decreased social activities
[G14m] None of the above

G15. Did any of the following happen to you from this experience? Mark all that apply.






[G15a] Physically injured
[G15b] Contracted a sexually transmitted infection
[G15c] Became pregnant
[G15d] None of the above
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[IF G15A = MARKED]
G16. What sort of physical injury or injuries did you sustain? Mark all that apply.







[G15a] Bruises, black-eye, cuts, scratches or swelling
[G15b] Chipped or knocked out teeth
[G15c] Broken bones
[G15d] Internal injury from the sexual contact (ex., vaginal or anal tearing)
[G15e] Other injuries

G17. Since you have been a student at Cornell have you contacted any of the following programs or
resources about this experience? Mark all that apply.
[Ithaca list]
 [G17a] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [G17b] Cornell Health/Gannett (medical care or counseling)
 [G17c] Cornell Women’s Resource Center
 [G17d] Cornell LGBT Resource Center
 [G17e] Cornell EARS (Empathy, Assistance & Referral Service)
 [G17f] University Ombudsman
 [G17g] Cornell Title IX Coordinator
 [G17h] Cornell Judicial Administrator
 [G17i] Cornell University Police
 [G17j] Ithaca Police Department
 [G17k] The Advocacy Center (in Ithaca)
 [G17l] Other program or resource
 [G17m] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
[Weill list]
 [G17aw] Title IX Coordinator
 [G17bw] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [G17cw] Student health – Mental Health Services
 [G17dw] New York Presbyterian Emergency Room
 [G17ew] New York Presbyterian VIP (Victim Intervention Program)
 [G17fw] Campus Security
 [G17gw] NYPD (New York City Police) - 911
 [G17hw] Other program or resource
 [G17iw] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
[Cornell Tech list]
 [G17act] Title IX Coordinator
 [G17bct] Cornell Victim Advocate
 [G17cct] Cornell Health/Gannett (medical care or counseling)
 [G17dct] Cornell Judicial Administrator
 [G17ect] Local emergency room
 [G17fct] NYPD (New York City Police) - 911
 [G17gct] Other program or resource
 [G17hct] Did not contact any of these programs or resources
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[IF NO PROGRAMS CONTACTED or none marked]
G18. Were any of the following reasons why you did not contact any of these programs or resources to
talk about this experience? Mark all that apply.






















G19.










[G18a] I did not know where to go or who to tell
[G18b] I didn’t think talking about it would make me feel better
[G18c] I did not think anything would be done
[G18d] I wanted to forget it happened
[G18e] I had other things I needed to focus on and was concerned about (e.g., classes, work)
[G18f] I did not have any proof that the behavior happened
[G18g] I did not think anyone would believe me
[G18h] I did not think it was serious enough to contact a program
[G18i] I thought I would be blamed for what happened
[G18j] I felt I was partly responsible for what happened
[G18k] I felt embarrassed or ashamed
[G18l] I feared that I or another would be punished for infractions or violations (e.g., such as
underage drinking)
[G18m] I feared retaliation from the person who did it or from others
[G18n] I feared academic or professional consequences (e.g., my grades, letters of
recommendation)
[G18o] I feared negative social consequences (e.g., my friendships or social life at Cornell)
[G18p] I feared that University resources would not keep this confidential
[G18q] I feared I wouldn’t be able to control what steps would be taken if I contacted a program
[G18r] I did not want the person who did this to me to get into trouble
[G18s] I was worried that if I told someone at Cornell, the university would take action against
the entire group/organization that this person belongs to, rather than just the person who did
something wrong
[G18t] Other reason

Did you tell any of the following persons about this experience? Mark all that apply.
[G19a] Friend
[G19b] Spouse or romantic partner
[G19c] Family member
[G19d] Faculty or instructor
[G19e] Cornell staff member
[G19f] Health professional (e.g., doctor, nurse, counselor or therapist)
[G19g] Spiritual or religious advisor, leader or clergy
[G19h] Someone else
[G19i] I didn’t tell anyone

<<<end of section>>>
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Bystander Experiences
The next questions ask about situations you may have seen or been in since you have been a student at
Cornell.

H1. Since you have been at Cornell, have you seen a student being sexually harassed?
Yes
No [Go to H5]
[If H1 = Yes]
H2. What did you do?
I intervened in the situation in some way [Go to H3]
I did not intervene in the situation [Go to H4]
[if H2=I intervened]
H3. What actions did you take? Mark all that apply.
 [H3a] I directly addressed the situation (e.g., I told the person to stop)
 [H3b] I disrupted the situation by addressing the behavior indirectly (e.g., I created some type of
distraction)
 [H3c] I got assistance from someone else (e.g., I spoke to my friends about what was going on; I
called the police)
 [H3d] I took some other action (please specify):[text]
[if H2=I did not intervene]
H4. Were any of the following reasons for why you did not intervene in the situation? Mark all that
apply.
 [H4a] It wasn’t any of my business
 [H4b] I wasn’t sure what to do
 [H4c] It did not seem serious
 [H4d] I was concerned about the social consequences
 [H4e] I didn’t intervene in the situation in the moment but I did something else after the fact
(please specify): [text]
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H5. Since you have been a student at Cornell, have you heard someone say they planned to get
someone drunk in order to have sex with them later?
Yes
No [Go to H9]
[If H5 = Yes]
H6. What did you do?
I intervened in the situation in some way [Go to H7]
I did not intervene in the situation [Go to H8]
[if H6=I intervened]
H7. What actions did you take? Mark all that apply.
 [H7a] I directly addressed the situation (e.g., I told the person to stop)
 [H7b] I disrupted the situation by addressing the behavior indirectly (e.g., I created some type of
distraction)
 [H7c] I got assistance from someone else (e.g., I spoke to my friends about what was going on; I
called the police)
 [H7d] I took some other action (please specify):[text]
[if H6=I did not intervene]
H8. Were any of the following reasons for why you did not intervene in the situation? Mark all that
apply.
 [H8a] It wasn’t any of my business
 [H8b] I wasn’t sure what to do
 [H8c] It did not seem serious
 [H8d] I was concerned about the social consequences
 [H8e] I didn’t intervene in the situation in the moment but I did something else after the fact
(please specify): [text]
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H9. Since you have been a student at Cornell, have you seen someone trying to take a clearly
intoxicated person somewhere to take advantage of them sexually?
Yes
No [Go to H13]
[If H9 = Yes]
H10. What did you do?
I intervened in the situation in some way [Go to H11]
I did not intervene in the situation [Go to H12]
[if H10=I intervened]
H11. What actions did you take? Mark all that apply.
 [H11a] I directly addressed the situation (e.g., I told the person to stop)
 [H11b] I disrupted the situation by addressing the behavior indirectly (e.g., I created some type of
distraction)
 [H11c] I got assistance from someone else (e.g., I spoke to my friends about what was going on; I
called the police)
 [H11d] I took some other action (please specify):[text]
[if H10=I did not intervene]
H12. Were any of the following reasons for why you did not intervene in the situation? Mark all that
apply.
 [H12a] It wasn’t any of my business
 [H12b] I wasn’t sure what to do
 [H12c] It did not seem serious
 [H12d] I was concerned about the social consequences
 [H12e] I didn’t intervene in the situation in the moment but I did something else after the fact
(please specify): [text]

H13. How much do you agree or disagree with this statement?
I would respect someone who did something to prevent a sexual assault.
Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
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These final questions ask about your own behaviors. We remind you that the information you
provide is completely confidential. Your survey responses will never be linked to your name or NetID.
Survey results will only be reported in the aggregate and in a manner that does not identify individual
students.

I1. Since you have been a student at Cornell, have you ever verbally pressured someone into
having sexual contact with you when you knew they did not want to do so?
Yes
No

I2. Since you have been a student at Cornell, have you ever gotten someone clearly intoxicated
with the goal of having sexual contact with them regardless of their inability to consent?
Yes
No

I3. Since you have been a student at Cornell, have you ever physically forced someone into having
sexual contact with you when you knew they did not want to do so?
Yes
No

<<<Submit Survey>>><<<end of section>>>
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Thank you for taking this survey!
Your responses will contribute to a greater understanding of sexual assault and related misconduct at
Cornell, and will guide our prevention efforts and programming.
As a token of appreciation for your participation in this important survey we will send you a $5 Amazon
e-gift card. You should expect an email from “Institutional Research and Planning” with your e-gift card
within the next three days.
If you would like information or would like to talk with someone about sexual assault or any
of the topics covered in this survey (i.e., sexual and gender-based harassment, domestic and
dating violence, or stalking), please do not hesitate to contact any of the resources listed
below.
Confidential Resources:
Cornell Victim Advocate: 607-255-1212 or victimadvocate@cornell.edu . Available
Monday to Friday, 9 am to 5 pm.
National Sexual Assault Hotline: 800-656-4673. This hotline is available 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
To Formally Report an Incident to Cornell:
Title IX Coordinator: Ithaca campus students can contact Sarah Affel at 607-255-2242 or
titleix@cornell.edu ; Weill Cornell students can contact Dr. JoAnn Difede at 212-746-9915
or nosexualmisconduct@med.cornell.edu ; and Cornell Tech students can contact
Christine Sneva at 646-632-4946 or ces255@cornell.edu.
Any Cornell student can report an incident by using the online reporting form located at
www.biasconcerns.cornell.edu or by emailing report_bias@cornell.edu .
For more information about available resources and response options, visit these web pages:
Cornell SHARE (Sexual Harassment and Assault – Response and Education):
http://share.cornell.edu/
Title IX Coordinators: www.titleix.cornell.edu (for Ithaca-based and Cornell Tech
students) and www.weill.cornell.edu/education/student/stu_campus_sec.html (for Weill
Cornell students)
Questions about this survey:
If you have any questions about this survey, please contact the Office of Institutional
Research and Planning at Cornell by email at irpsurvey@cornell.edu .
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